
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wellington Academy 

July, 2022 

 

Themes:  3-2-1 Blast Off!   Letter: M-Z Review  

               Planets     Numbers: 6-10/Count by Fives          

     Rockets    Color: Red, White, Blue 

               Stars    Shapes: Crescent, Star      

     Astronauts 

       

 
JULY 

 
4  CLOSED 
4  Independence Day 
29 CLOSED-In-Service Day 
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clermont@wellingtonacademy 
schools.com 

 
Director 

Anna Leuelling 

 

KONA ICE TRUCK 

 
Kona Ice Truck will continue to be 

here on Fridays if we have enough 

kids to participate. They no longer 

offer the punch cards like before. 

You will need to send in the $3 the 

week before the truck is to arrive in 

order to participate. 

ENROLLMENT 
UPDATE 

Please be sure to notify the ad-
ministrative office if you are not 
planning to be with us for the next 
school year.  Remember,  a two 
weeks notice is required for 
withdrawal.  Please also advise 
as to whether or not your child 
will be part of our Before/After 
School Age program. 

HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY!!! 



 

 

Birthday Friends!!! 
                                                                                         
 
                                                                             

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                   

 

*******Classroom News******* 

Infants 
 

Happy July!! This month our theme is 3-2-1 Blast 
Off! Books will be read to the kids about the 
Planets, Rockets, Stars, & Astronauts. We will 

focus on letters M-Z and numbers 6-10. Our col-
ors are Red, White, and Blue. We will use these 

colors to make an American Flag. Our shapes are 
crescent and star and we will be looking at pic-
tures of these shapes along with playing with 
toys that involve these colors and shapes. And 
Sounds that resemble twinkling stars and the 
outside night time sky, we will be listening too 

also. 
 

Mrs. Devi 
 

                                              2A 
 
Our theme this month is 3-2-1 Blast Off! We’ll discuss planets, the moon, stars, and rockets. We will pre-

tend to blast off in space, and have some make believe fun pretending to be Astronauts traveling to  
Outer Space. We will also review the letters M-Z and numbers 6-10. Our colors this month are Red, 

White, and Blue and our shapes are Crescent & Star. 
 

Ms. JJ 

  
  

                                                     1A/B 
 

For this month, our class will be doing crafts related 
to July 4th. We will be making red, white & blue 

hand prints and turning them into fireworks. We will 
be reading books about stars and planets. We will be 

looking at lots of videos about the moon and  
Astronauts. We will also be doing many counting  
activities such as counting the blue and red stars.  

  
         Miss Caitlin  

      And  
       Miss China             

Happy 1st  
Huntleigh Moore 

7/8 Happy 2nd 
Leanna Delgado 7/18 

Happy 4th 
Ellie Boosalis 7/16 



 

 

4B/Schoolers 
 

July is here!! The month of July is going to be out 
of this world for the 4’s and schoolers.  We can’t 
wait to blast off as we learn about Outer Space 

and Astronauts. We will be focusing on the colors 
Red, White & Blue for the 4th of July. We will also 
be doing activities celebrating Independence Day. 

 
 

Mr. Slayte 
 

3A 
 

 We are blasting off into Space for the month of Ju-
ly, as we explore the Planets, Stars, and Astronauts. 

Our shapes will represent the night sky with a  
crescent and stars. Our colors are Red, White, & 

Blue for our celebration of Independence Day of July 
4th! We will be reviewing letters M-Z & counting by 
5’s! We’re looking forward to a month that’s Out of 

this World! 
 

 
 

What’s that in the sky? Do you see it? Is it a bird? A 
plane? A balloon? No! It’s the planets, rockets, the 
stars, and Astronauts! This month, we are blasting 

off into July! July is going to be filled with lots of fun 
in the sun. We are still reviewing our letters before 
the new school year. But we are focusing our atten-
tion on counting our numbers by 5’s. Also, expect 
lots of art projects that are going to be made and 

dedicated to the stars and moon in the sky, as well 
as the colors Re, White, and Blue. Remember, it is 

getting hotter outside so please dress accordingly :)  
 

Miss Ayana  
And  

Ms. Bea 
 

 
 
 
 
 


